Chevy trailblazer ignition switch

These include stalling issues, not starting, and no power to the radio or accessories. That is
called the lock cylinder. The ignition switch typically sits directly behind the lock cylinder. It has
three main functions. The most noticeable symptom of a bad ignition switch is stalling. Your
Trailblazer stalls because the faulty switch turns off the fuel pump or power to the ignition.
When this happens, the engine will not be able to run until it gets that signal back. If your Chevy
Trailblazer is starting right up, but then immediately dies, that is a very good indication that the
ignition switch is bad. But, you are getting it when the starter is engaged. You release the key,
and your Trailblazer immediately dies. A bad ignition switch can cause your Trailblazer not to
start at all. And, it can keep your Trailblazer from starting in a couple of different ways. The
engine will just turn over with no spark. The ignition switch is responsible for sending power to
the accessories. So, if you find yourself in a situation where your Trailblazer runs, but nothing
else in it works, it may be a bad ignition system causing your problems. There are a few parts of
the electrical system that work without the key at all for safety reasons, such as the headlights,
brake lights, horn, and dome light. Things such as the power windows but not power locks ,
sunroof, radio, rear defrost, and climate control are all going to depend on the ignition switch
for power. The opposite of having the power not going to the accessories, fuel pump, ECM, and
ignition is having them continue to get power even though the key has been turned to the off
position. These were a few of the most common symptoms of a bad ignition switch in your
Chevy Trailblazer. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Thank you for reading, and good luck! Power the Accessories- This should be what you get
when you turn the key to the first position. This allows you to use the power windows, radio,
and any other accessory that is equipped in your Chevy Trailblazer. Ignition- This position
activates your ignition system and the fuel pump. At this point fuel is pressurized at the fuel
rails, and the engine is ready to fire the plugs when it turns over. Starter- This position cranks
the starter. Stalling on the Road The most noticeable symptom of a bad ignition switch is
stalling. Starts then Dies If your Chevy Trailblazer is starting right up, but then immediately dies,
that is a very good indication that the ignition switch is bad. Lack of Power to Accessories The
ignition switch is responsible for sending power to the accessories. Battery Draining The
opposite of having the power not going to the accessories, fuel pump, ECM, and ignition is
having them continue to get power even though the key has been turned to the off position.
Chevrolet Trailblazer owners have reported 67 problems related to ignition switch under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The contact
owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. While attempting to start the vehicle, the ignition failed without
warning. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the ignition
switch failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer stated
that there were no recalls on the vehicle. The failure mileage was approximately , See all
problems of the Chevrolet Trailblazer. I was never reimbursed for the first recall. Please look
into this matter. I would hate to get rid of a perfectly good vehicle, that has held up all of this
time, I only have 35, miles on this Chevrolet Trailblazer. Will the ignition switch keep failing on
this vehicle? My son and I were driving 65 mph on the interstate. Car just died, no warning. I had
to veer suddenly to the right to make the ramp or take a chance on the shoulder. Since this first
time the car has also not wanted to start. I thought it had to do with the alarm locking me out ,
but it appears it is the ignition switch. The car has on multiply time died while I was driving. I've
tried reaching out to chevy and gm but, each is wanting me to pay for a diagnostic. I do not
have the money to spend on this. I don't want to die because I can't afford to pay for their faulty
ignition. Please help us. This vehicle has had 4 ignition switch failures. Sometimes when the
vehicle is traveling at highway speed. Losing brakes and power steering. There was an ignition
switch recall on chevy Trailblazers but this perticular one is not included. When I read online
forums there are many people battling this dangerous problem. Please help!. The contact stated
that while driving at approximately 60 mph, the cruise control started to drop, the engine started
to lose power, and all the warning lights on the instrument panel illuminated. The contact
coasted to the side of the road. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where it
was diagnosed that the ignition switch failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired. In addition, the contact stated that the failure recurred twice. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure and had informed the contact that there were no open recalls. The
approximate failure mileage was , I bought this car used in It had about miles on it. Oo and 3
hours of labour. I looked this up on the internet very common problem 2 rider side door control
panel stopped working with strong odor of burnt plastic. Again looked up and found there was a
recall, but only vehicles 3 brakes burn out of rotors only on rightside- left side rotors were fine,
brake job with replacement of 2 left rotors I front piston amd all 8 pads Failure occurred while
driving on city street 4 failure of ignition switch with erratic electrical function of running lights,
radio and dashboard instrumentation. Happened on the road early twilight very dangerous had

to get a local toll for They occurred at various times over last 4year some have been repaired as
noted above. Presently waiting for igniton system repair. When turning the ignition switch off
from the run position while in park, the switch slips into the accessories position with no effort
to turn the key. Truck will not turn off of assesoriy position until I wiggle the key for a while. The
key can be removed after turning off truck but remains on assesory. Happens every time. Been
doing this for a week now. Luckily pulled to side road. Was unable to start no power to ignition
circuit, locked in park. Very dangerous situation!. When driving the engine randomly shuts off,
looses power steering have to switch to neutral and restart vehicle. Suspect ignition switch
possible. Instrument cluster gadge stepper motors all are bad. Have read hundreds of other
Trailblazer owners complain of the same. Also the ignition switches are very faulty. About 3
weeks ago I lost power and all dash lights were flashing. Pulled to side and restarted without
problem. Yesterday, I had SUV in for new tires and when they went to back out of the bay smoke
came from the steering column. When they tried again, the ignition switch is dead, no
dashboard lights. Disconnected battery to prevent a fire and am towing to Chevrolet dealer. It
would not start again and was towed by glenn's towing service faribault mn to harry brown's
service center faribault mn I'm concerned if they put in the same switch with a defect or one that
has been improved to eliminate the defect as Chevrolet has been recalling ignition switches on
other vehicles but not the Trailblazer. I was lucky I didn't get hit when the truck stopped. While
driving approximately 25 mph, the vehicle stalled and the security warning light illuminated. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer. The technician stated that the vehicle was operating as designed.
The failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the
ignition switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired; however, the failure recurred.
The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , I recently purchased this
vehicle 3 weeks ago from a dealer in st augustine, florida. The engine will just shut off when I
am driving, I have two young children and am concerned that this could cause an accident
when driving. I have not been able to get any help from the dealer where I purchased the vehicle
even to do a diagnostic on the vehicle. While driving approximately 15 mph, the vehicle stalled.
The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch needed to
be replaced. I was driving in the left lane on interstate highway youngman highway at about 65
m. When smoke began wafting from the area where the steering column meets the dashboard. I
took immediate evasive action, pulled onto and off the shoulder onto the grass, shut the engine
off, ran to the barrier fence and watched to see if vehicle was going to burst into flames. After
calling aaa, about ten minutes had elapsed without further smoke so I assumed I could drive to
the next exit ramp at colvin blvd. My SUV was flatbed towed to my dealership, fuccillo Chevrolet
on grand island, where the problem was diagnosed as a faulty ignition switch, code number c It
would be nice to be reimbursed for this expense. Though no visible fire was observed, the
smoke was a clear sign of problem that was so hot it caused oxidation of material into visible
smoke. Letter from senator cardin on behalf of constituent re gm recall. The consumer stated
her Chevrolet Trailblazer, cut off in the middle of the road. She was informed, her vehicle was
not included in the ignition switch recall. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The
contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The failure occurred on numerous occasions. The
vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch
needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was unknown. The VIN was unavailable. The contact
stated that the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that
the ignition switch needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. Was
on expressway traveling about 65mph. Managed to get to shoulder of road, sat there a minute or
so vehicle recranked. I drove home. Took vehicle to mechanic that evening, he tested it the next
day and said ignition switch was defective. He replaced switch, vehicle seems fine. The contact
owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer The contact stated that while in the residential driveway, the
vehicle stalled without warning. The contact was able to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was
towed to an authorized dealer who diagnosed that the ignition switch needed to be replaced.
The approximate failure mileage was 70, The ignition switch has been acting like the ones that
are recalled with the 05 - 07 model years. Our vehicle when you turn the ignition on it acts like
its dead, even with no key in ignition you can turn switch a little and the gear selector light
comes on as well as the battery light, and we have had two dead batteries from this. My vehicle
started randomly shutting off while driving. Loss of power to everything but the brakes. Luckily
I was only going mph each time this happened. With the recent recall in gm vehicles regarding
the ignition switch I thought it would be a good idea to switch this part out first. Fixed the
problem immediately. I would like to be reimbursed my cost for part and labor. I can't believe as
many known problems the Trailblazer has with this that it has yet to be added to the recall list.
When I pulled into driveway, I put the vehicle in park, and turned the key off, and actually pulled
the key out of the ignition switch, with the vehicle still running. I backed the car up, without the

key in the ignition, where I started smelling wires burning. I called fire department, and they put
fire out on the fuse box, with everything melted around it. I have had minor problems with the
car, I. Wheel bearing and brakes, but, nothing like this. While my 14 year old daughter and I were
in the car at the time, we did get out, and no one was hurt. I was driving down the road and all
power went out and steering locked up with no brakes. The car shut off and wouldn't start. I had
the car towed and they ran a test on it and replaced the ignition switch. I have the receipt
showing I had it repaired. The contact stated that she was able to remove the key out of the
ignition while the vehicle was in reverse. No warning lights illuminated on the instrument panel.
The vehicle was restarted and resumed normal operations. The failure recurred on two separate
occasions. The manufacturer was contacted and did not offer a remedy. The failure mileage was
, and the current mileage was , I was driving to work and all of sudden I had no gas peddle and
my SUV came to a stop. I had it towed to a shop and was told my ignition switch went. I called
gm today was told my SUV wasn't part on the recall but they have been getting calls about
Trailblazers and could be in the future. Something needs to be done about not doing a complete
list right up front. On the Trailblazer, had two problems with the ignition switch. In April the
tumbler mechanism portion of the ignition switch failed at approximately 27, miles and was
replace under warranty. In may had difficulty starting the vehicle when the ignition switch was
in the start position. Was able to start the vehicle and drive to the Chevrolet dealership. While
waiting for the service technician, I moved the tilt steering wheel to a different position and the
vehicle stopped running. This would have been an extremely dangerous situation under normal
driving conditions. It was diagnosed that the electrical portion of the ignition switch had failed.
The ignition switch was replaced. The approximate mileage was Driving down interstate 79 in
pennsylvania at normal speed when my airbag light lit up and my air bag disengaged flashed,
followed by more lights on the dash going on, and tracking disengaged flashed, then engine
light came on, engine failure flashed as I started moving toward the right hand lane in heavy
traffic. Just as I made it to the right lane my power cut out and I was going 20 - 25 mph in two
seconds flat. I swerved to the berm of the road as the four wheeler semi truck that was behind
me nearly clobbered me. I inched on the berm at 20 mph to the bridgeville exit and got to the
colussy Chevrolet dealer where my car stopped dead in the service dept. First, they thought
battery, but the battery was fine. It was ignition switch failure which caused my air bags to
disengage and my losing power. I was lucky I wasn't killed!! And they repaired it the same way,
with no guarantee that this wouldn't happen again!!! I called the gm ignition switch recall hotline
and they escalated my case up and up and everyone said the same thing. They are sorry for my
distress, my inconvenience but my vehicle is not on the recall list so they cannot replace the
cost to repair my vehicle. Perhaps if the semi truck that was behind me killed me, they might
acknowledge my safety concerns for the ignition switch part and not my vehicle!!!. My wife,
daughter and myself were driving on idaho state highway 70, a narrow, winding, two-lane road
with little to no shoulder, when the motor stopped and ilost all power-brakes, steering etc. I was
fortunately able to steer the car over to a wide spot on the shoulder and stop. I was unable to
re-start the blazer and called aaa to have it hauled to knudtsen Chevrolet in coeur d'alene,
idaho. In another half hour we would have been driving 70 mph on interstate and the outcome
could have been disasterous if the car had failed then in high volume traffic. The next day I was
advised by knudtsen that the ignition switch was the problem. Since then I have been told gm
and knudtsen would split the cost three ways since I was a long-time customer three blazers. I
have not yet received any reimbursement as of this date. Is this possibly another car which
should be on the recall list?. As I was driving in my yard I happened to bump the ignition key
and the motor cut out and died. This caused me to not be able to turn and avoid bumping a post
causing some body damage, but I was able to avoid hitting my friend in the yard because he
had moved from by the post a minute earlier. I have had one more time with this problem, but
not had a problem since, but I am now experiencing an occasional rough running engine. Could
this ignition switch on this year vehicle need to be recalled also?. On or about this date my
Trailblazer experienced and electrical failure during a snow storm. Both power door lock and
power window switches became in operative and the windows opened automatically while
driving and would not go back up. I also encountered an electrical smell in the vehicle, after
stopping and turning off the vehicle and then restarting the switches functioned again. I have
contacted the dealer and been told that without an official recall from gm that there is nothing
that can be done. The was in fact a recall but it seems it was "swept under the rug". Here is the
reference list I found: currently, the following list of vehicles are all subject to the gm recalls on
ignition switches: Chevrolet malibu Oldsmobile intrique Oldsmobile alero pontiac grand am
Chevrolet impala and monte carlo pontiac grand prix Cadillac cts Cadillac srx Chevrolet cruze;
Chevrolet sonic Chevrolet trax, Buick encore and verano Chevrolet camaro and impala, Buick
regal, Cadillac xts Chevrolet silverado hd, GMC sierra hd equipped with an auxiliary battery

Buick rainier, Chevrolet Trailblazer, GMC envoy, isuzu ascender, SAAB x Chevrolet Trailblazer
ext, GMC envoy xl yet gm has failed to act and take responsibility. What can be done??. My car
was in garage warming up on a cold day. After about 1 min. It stopped idling. I went out to
restart the car and the key was in off position. I restarted the car and let it idle for approximately
3 min. I then backed out of garage and proceded down a hill to make a left turn. My speed at the
turn was 15 mph. After I made the turn, the engine quit. I was able to bring it to a safe stop. The
key again was in the off position. I retried to start the car, but there was no sound. I called my
mechanic and he said to have it towed. I tried one more time and it started. I drove
approximately 5 miles to his shop and when I pulled up in front of the garage doors, the engine
quit. We could not get it restarted. He placed the hand held computer analyzer and determined it
was ignition switch which he replaced. The contact stated when the brakes were applied the
vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where the ignition switch
was repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 86, Dealer diagnosed loss of ignition voltage
and replaced ignition. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 1.
Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 2. Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet
Trailblazer 3. Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 4. Ignition Switch problem of
the Chevrolet Trailblazer 5. Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 6. Ignition
Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 7. Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet
Trailblazer 8. Ignition Switch problem of the Chevrolet Trailblazer 9. Ignition Switch problem of
the Chevrolet Trailblazer Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel problems. Dashboard
Failed problems. Battery problems. Wiring problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems.
Headlights Turn Off While Driving problems. Ignition problems. Eight problems related to
ignition switch have been reported for the Chevrolet Trailblazer. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. My son and I were driving 65 mph on the interstate. Car just died, no
warning. I had to veer suddenly to the right to make the ramp or take a chance on the shoulder.
Since this first time the car has also not wanted to start. I thought it had to do with the alarm
locking me out , but it appears it is the ignition switch. The car has on multiply time died while I
was driving. I've tried reaching out to chevy and gm but, each is wanting me to pay for a
diagnostic. I do not have the money to spend on this. I don't want to die because I can't afford to
pay for their faulty ignition. Please help us. The contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The
contact stated that while driving at approximately 60 mph, the cruise control started to drop, the
engine started to lose power, and all the warning lights on the instrument panel illuminated. The
contact coasted to the side of the road. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic
where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was repaired. In addition, the contact stated that the failure recurred twice. The manufacturer
was made aware of the failure and had informed the contact that there were no open recalls. The
approximate failure mileage was , It would not start again and was towed by glenn's towing
service faribault mn to harry brown's service center faribault mn I'm concerned if they put in the
same switch with a defect or one that has been improved to eliminate the defect as Chevrolet
has been recalling ignition switches on other vehicles but not the Trailblazer. I was lucky I didn't
get hit when the truck stopped. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The contact stated
that the vehicle failed to start. The failure occurred on numerous occasions. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the ignition switch needed to be
replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. The
VIN was unavailable. The ignition switch has been acting like the ones that are recalled with the
05 - 07 model years. Our vehicle when you turn the ignition on it acts like its dead, even with no
key in ignition you can turn switch a little and the gear selector light comes on as well as the
battery light, and we have had two dead batteries from this. On the Trailblazer, had two
problems with the ignition switch. In April the tumbler mechanism portion of the ignition switch
failed at approximately 27, miles and was replace under warranty. In may had difficulty starting
the vehicle when the ignition switch was in the start position. Was able to start the vehicle and
drive to the Chevrolet dealership. While waiting for the service technician, I moved the tilt
steering wheel to a different position and the vehicle stopped running. This would have been an
extremely dangerous situation under normal driving conditions. It was diagnosed that the
electrical portion of the ignition switch had failed. The ignition switch was replaced. The
approximate mileage was The contact stated when the brakes were applied the vehicle stalled
without warning. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where the ignition switch was repaired.
The approximate failure mileage was 86, The contact stated that the abs and stabilitrak warning
lights were illuminated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, who diagnosed that the ignition
switch was defective and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired and the defect was
remedied. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was 10, Car Problems. Ignition
Switch problem 1. Ignition Switch problem 2. Ignition Switch problem 3. Ignition Switch problem

4. Ignition Switch problem 5. Ignition Switch problem 6. Ignition Switch problem 7. Ignition
Switch problem 8. Other Electrical System related problems of the Chevrolet Trailblazer.
Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Ignition Module problems. Horn Assembly problems. Electrical
Failure problems. Starter problems. Battery problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Headlights
Turn Off While Driving problems. This Chevy Trailblazer came in with multiple concerns. The
main issue was intermittent low power. When the lights were on, he also stated that the cruise
did not work and the HVAC and blower motor would quit working. These are the codes I found
â€”. That one statement changes everything because a communication problem has a low
chance of bringing down a manual HVAC systems blower motor control. Fuse HVAC 1 feeds
that circuit. With this being an intermittent issue testing is going to be tough. So my next step is
to see what feed HVAC 1 fuse and try to link that power feed to my other concerns. Do you see
the connection? With the ignition switch feed fuse IGN A good, the biggest common failure
point would be the ignition switch. This manual is focused on advanced beginners and
intermediate users. Advanced users would also find this manual very handy. The main focus of
the manual is on scope usage, interpreting waveforms, and utilizing your graphing scan tool s.
Great guide for Snap-On Modis, Versus, and Vantage Pro users but the manual is designed for
all automotive scopes in mind. This great resource includes useful charts and tables, scope
waveforms, graphing scan tool testing tips and tricks, along with scope test lead and low amp
probe test hook up location diagrams. Other component testing includes fuel pumps, coils,
starters, blower motors, and fuel injectors. Tricks include two test lead hook-ups to diagnose
how many coils and which cylinder coils are bad, even before the customer knows! I have a TB
LS and all of a sudden about a month ago, I am having intermittent starting problems. I have
changed out the Alternator, 2 batteries, Ignition Switch and I am still having the same issues of
it not wanting to start here and there. Every time I change something out it takes about a week
or less and then dead again. I have noticed when it does not start, I have low lights or no lights
inside of the truck as if the battery is dead. I have a drain somewhere??? I was told the battery
cables could be the problem or I could have a bad starter cylinoid. I have also checked the ABS
motor and made sure all lights were off when the doors close. All lights are working properly.
When running, it runs perfectly. Does anyone have any other ideas? First step in testing this
that I would take is to do a parasitic draw test and see what the amperage is. Anything over ma
is too much and I would typically see much less after pcm shut down. Travis, Thanks for the
responce but I have no clue what you are expalaining to me. I have had the battery checked
along with the new Alternator and the Volts to the battery are correct. My mechanic also volt
tested everything and all seems to be functioning correctly. I have a Trailblazer that I had the
steering wheel position sensor replaced in Oct. Ever since then, the truck has had very
intermittent no starts, The battery is new, when it starts, plenty of power, but it does seem to
draw more voltage from the alternator since the SWPS was replaced. They replaced the ignition
switch, and 3 weeks later another no start. Everything else pretty much goes dead. Any ideas
what to check next? Did you hire out a developer to create your theme? Fantastic work! My
trailblazer is intermittently starti. Sometimes when I slam the back hatch it will be normal again.
This is a very late reply but if the motor is out on the back windshield, this can cause issues
with the electrical components. I have to reset it by opening and closing my hatch as well. My 04
trailblazer wont crank, replaced starter relay. I turn the key and theres sounds under the hood
as normal, but on the dash only the srrvice engine and battery symbol illuminate. I have a
Trailblazer. Lights alarming on the dash, blower stops working. Very challenging finding the
root of the problem. Once thought may be related to using cruise control, seemed frequent
when CC usedâ€¦. Anyone with similar issues? Any resolutions? It definitely has something to
do with cc. I have a TB LS. I have no low beam headlights, it wont crank, stuck a t pin on the one
post of the start relay and as soon as i touched it with my test light the engine began to crank, i
pulled the test light and repeated this several times. I have cleaned all the chassis ground that
are along the drivers side fender under the hood, I am just stumped. I am at a loss of where to
go. I thought maybe it was in my ignition switchâ€¦. Any ideas? I am experiencing Fuse 16 under
the hood popping as soon as I turn the ignition off. When I replace the fuse, the vehicle operates
normally until I shut it off, then Fuse 16 pops again. Please help. I have a Chevy Trailblazer I
started up as an idol my lights flash inner lights outer lights and even on my dashboard lights
they all flicker I changed my belt tensioner and change my belts and they flicker worse than
when I had the old Parts on anybody have an idea what I got going on thanks. We have a LS
Trailblazer that is having strange electrical problems with only 23K miles. So after reading all
the problems others are having I replaced the ignition switch and left the battery disconnected
for several hours. Everything seemed to work fine after that for several days. Then the radio
stopped turning off, and the door locks went back to instantaneous again. Everything else

appears to be working fine. One other intermittent problem is a check engine light. It is very
intermittent but has been throwing a PO code for several years now. So far I have replaced the
gas cap twice, the last one was a GM cap. Also replaced two valves in the system, one on the
engine and the other in the back by the tank. All the pipes and hoses look good as does the gas
filler pipe. Please help, Karl. I cling on to listening to the news update lecture about receiving
free online grant applications so I have been looking around for the top site to get one. Could
you advise me please, where could i get some? Your email address will not be published. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of new
posts by email. Your Name required. Your Email required. Your Message. Intermittent Electrical
Issue Chevrolet Trailblazer. Ignition Switch Wire Diagram. Chevy Trailblazer Ignition Switch.
Chevy Trailblazer Defective Ignition Switch. Comments Good work, Thank you ray. Recall on
wiring harness. You need to check for excessive battery draw and how much draw there is.
When you say check for battery draw, what am I checking and from where to where? Great post!
Have nice day! Buy a ford. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
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content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information carpartmall Contact seller. Visit store. See other items
More See all. Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list
is full. Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Columbus, Ohio,
United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by carpartmall. Carpartmall
carpartmall Search within store. Items On Sale. Our compatibility is referential, make sure if this
is the part you are looking for. Please observe the pictures carefully. Please check if the part is
compatible with your vehicle, use the part number as a reference and look at the pictures
carefully or contact your local dealer before purchase. You will receive exactly the item you see
in the pictures. Used items may show signs of wear. Please, contact us if you have any
questions or queries about our item, we will do absolutely our best to help you and correct any
faults that may happen. Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto Rico and Guam email us for shipping price.
Items purchased before 4 p. MST will be shipped the same day Monday through Friday. Our
products are tested before they are published. We offer 30 days for returns. The day period
begins when you take possession of the piece. No guarantee of work is provided. In the event
that a part sold under warranty fails to perform within the warranty period, we will replace the
part or parts with a functionally equivalent part or refund the purchase price of the part, at our
option. There is no refund of deposits or unwanted special order parts or "cut" special items. To
return a part, you must contact us via eBay messaging within the day period to obtain an RMA
Return Material Authorization number. Please include a sheet of paper in the box stating why
the item was returned. Original shipping charges and return shipping charges are not refunded.
If you have any questions or queries, contact us. We answer messages throughout the day
except for holidays and weekends. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
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in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
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Start date Dec 22, Rad Well-Known Member. Hello everyone - I am a brand new member on this
site and am thankful that it exists. This is my second try at posting this thread although similar
to many already posted. I lost all my previous typed text due to veering away from this site
momentarily. It was actually a quite lengthy text explaining in detail what had happened to my
wife's 04 TB out of nowhere. So this will be a more condensed version. We've owned this TB for
roughly 4 years now and never had any real problems with it other than a bad ignition coil and a
failed secondary air injection pump and water pump. Three days ago, my wife drove it to work
just fine but it would not crank over when she went to leave. Both RPM and Speedometer
gauges were jumping erratically about mid point of gauges with the key in the run position.
Pushing the key to start did nothing but start the erratic gauge reading cycle over. The shift
button on the shifter could not be depressed with key in run and foot on brake pedal and the
shifter could not be moved out of the park position. When I checked it out, I noted that the
interior lights looked dimmer than normal so I boosted the battery with my jumper cables which
allowed me to depress the shift button and move the shift lever through all the gears. I went to
crank it and it started and my wife drove it home with me following in my truck. Once home,
shut it off, I would not restart and gauges erratic as before. Change the ignition switch which
cured the erratic gauge condition as well as the locked shifter condition but still no crank. All
the fuses are good, no blown ones found. Thank you for posting! When I performed the test
where MAY03LT connected the test light to the POS terminal of the battery with the test probe in
socket 85 of the starter relay socket, had the key turned to crank and the test light illuminated, it
failed that test. My test light did not illuminate when cranking. I did have power on sockets 87
and I do not get voltage at the starter solenoid purple trigger wire when cranking. Battery has a
full charge. I can jump and start the truck by jumping across sockets 87 and 30 of the starter
relay sockets and the truck will run. I checked the ground from socket 85 to vehicle chasis and
the resistance is zero. Now I am leaning towards the neutral safety switch or the wire to and
through it as being the culprit. Any thoughts, experience, suggestions, or advice on the next
move I should make will definitely be greatly appreciated. I've been chasing this problem for 3
days now and it's becoming a PITA. Thank you for taking the time to read this! I am sorry I
mistyped. I meant that the truck will start and run by jumping sockets 86 and Sorry about the No
Start problems and all the Panic Buttons that situation always causes It would be helpful to
know the following somewhere in your response posts: Did you try to Start the Engine with the
Shift Lever in the Neutral Position? Mileage of the Vehicle? Was the Battery Tested for any Dead
Cells? Are you prepared to replace the Starter as your 1st Point of Attack? I'm guessing this is
it! Last edited: Dec 22, Mooseman Moderator. Did you try swapping the relay? IIRC, the one for
the horn is the same. This is a good thread to read up which goes from testing everything up to
ultimately being a dead starter. It may be a bad connection at the battery terminals. Thank you
to all who responded to this problem. I wasn't sure of which response to reply to so I responded
to the most recent at the bottom. I have ran numerous tests with multi-meter and test light. The
"road-block" I believe is where the starter relay is not being energized between pin 87 and pin
85 when turning the key to the start position. Here are some answers to questions and the
things I have done so far: - vehicle mileage , - replaced ignition switch new from dealer replaced starter relay new from dealer - confirmed battery is good swapped out with known
good from my truck to confirm - confirmed good battery connection replaced terminal bolts with
new from dealer - checked for corrosion none evident - checked all fuses none blown - checked
continuity of always hot positive cable to starter good - did NOT check continuity of purple
signal wire to starter solenoid assuming that it's good based on being able to start the truck by

jumping across starter relay sockets Not sure how to name the components until I find out what
they are. I am sure that I'm leaving something out that I have checked in addition the above.
Thank you, All! The Grounding Cable is one of the few things the engineers cannot dispense
with from being made of Pure Copper Wire In time, the Ground Wire fastening point can become
the weakest point at that tang where the metal tang will fatigue and fail In some instances,
traces of sulphuric acid can migrate This condition prevails until the oxide by-products caused
during this exchange of ions reaches a critical point when the Ground Connection finally loses
enough - secure contact to be reliable any more. After that, it might behave unreliably
depending upon engine compartment and ambient temperature and humidity, etc. Somehow
these problems almost always turn out to be simple once they are discovered. Last edited: Dec
23, No, I have not tried to wiggle the negative cable at the engine block but will do so in the
morning. What has me puzzled is why I am not getting continuity at starter relay pin socket 85
when performing MAY03LT's test example. Something electrically is preventing this from
occurring. Can you or anyone elaborate on that based on the description of what is occurring
with the vehicle? I am still thinking that it is possible that my neutral safety switch or the wire to
it could be faulty since I believe that current has to flow through it first. I have two tests I would
like to perform for which I would really appreciate guidance from you experienced
troubleshooters out there. How do I perform a continuity test on the wire to and thru the neutral
safety switch starting and ending at which specific test points? And, if the wire tests good, how
do I test the switch itself? I want to perform a continuity test on the purple trigger wire to the
starter solenoid. Where do I find the other end of the trigger wire so I can check for an open? I
will report back after checking on the negative cable on the engine block. I do believe that there
is just one electrical obstacle I need to overcome for the truck to return to normal and start with
the key. Thank you! I'm going to assume that your vehicle is equipped with the usual 4L60E
Automatic Transmission and ask you to ADD one other mechanical adjustment test before we
delve any further into any other electrical diagnostics. The reason you should start here is
nicely described in a brief but instructive video from Monster Transmission. Lets start here and
see what you think:. Last edited: Jan 3, IF your testing is correct, and you are seeing voltage at
two places at the relay socket relay removed, key in run , then you DO NOT have a switch issue.
You need to focus on the "other side of things" at the relay. It is more likely that you have a
ground issue either in terms of the PCM not providing the ground OR the ground not making it
to the relay. Further, your initial "test" reported that you had some form of ground "somewhere"
Fair enough Thank you for all your input and effort trying to assist me with solving this problem.
I have definitely ruled out the neutral safety switch as being a problem in the mix. With the key
in the run position, I have power 12V at two points of the starter relay 87 and 86 with the shifter
in park or neutral. When I place the shifter in gear, I do not have 12V at starter relay pin socket
86 which tells me that the neutral safety switch is doing what it is supposed to. Looking at the
starting circuit diagram, the yellow wire coming from the neutral safety switch to the starter
relay is energized when in park or neutral with the key in run or start. Should the dark green
wire crank signal request coming from the PCM also be hot at this point with key in Run
position or only when pushing the key to the start position which sends crank voltage through
the purple wire to the PCM? Clearly, what is supposed to happen is not happening. The starter
relay is not being energized no click when pushing the key to start. I also know that I need to
check for voltage from point A to point B of the dark green wire from the PCM to the starter
relay. Again, looking at the starting circuit diagram, specifically at the the PCM at the bottom
right, does "crank volt", "crank signal request", and "start relay" relate to the three large
connectors at the PCM in the order that they are shown on the diagram, meaning does each
wire represent it residing in a different connector? In order to check each one of those three
wires for continuity or a break, how do I go about it? I noted that the right connector looking at
the PCM from the driver side darker blue has three purple wire leading into it. Which one would I
have to check for crank voltage? I am a bit confused. I believe I am on the right track Thank you
ALL! Eliminate the Impossible and What Remains Is Truth "Eliminate all other factors, and the
one which remains must be the truth. BUT you are going to be more successful checking for
"specific values" such as looking for a voltage or ground at a specific point as oppose to see if
a wire is "continuous". Anyways, you should likely focus your attention in and around the fuse
block and probably around the "sense" wires dark grn since if I read your "analysis" correctly,
the starter relay NEVER gets pulled up because of lack of ground. Thus use a "pin probe' sharp
pin thru the insulation and check the voltage is leaving the fuse block on the dark green. My
guess is it is not first guess and second guess, the ground isn't making it into the block again
pin probe it. Further check all your grounds going towards the pcm. This site might seem a bit
arcane in relation to doping out your specific problem wiring issues, but this free information on
Vehicle Specific Wiring for Remote Starting of Vehicles might prove helpful. Isn't that a bit

risky? I guess that would be the only way to gain access to the wires the need to be checked.
Looking at the diagram, the dark green wire is powered by fuse 22 as is starter relay socket 86
and should be "hot" with the key in the run position feeding into the PCM. Knowing this
information would help I think. Thank you for the reply! I snagged some PCM Diagrams to see if
they help. The plug color on the documents are abbreviated Not sure if you are looking at the
same diagram I am. Would like to attach but don't know how. Rad said:. I am sure they will be a
big help for pinning out the wires. Personally, normally I wouldn't go near the PCM With the
other symptoms of "gage craziness", that might be an indication of poor cabling there. Yes
playing with the fuse block might be encouraging trouble but it is a potential area for
connectivity issues. NOTE: before you measure for resistance on any circuit that you don't
much about This is the diagram I have been referring to thanks to mooseman for making them
available. I need to leave in a little while for a holiday meeting with family I feel fairly certain he
can help you sooner than most other techs can. You should use an add-on in your browser like
VideoDownloadHelper to grab the most relevant training videos from him and watch them and
freeze frame or replay them as often as necessary to jot down what you need. He is very
down-to-earth and a highly competent and entertaining as an instructor: Good Luck and Good
Hunting! My brother, who is an excellent "wire chaser" will stop over tomorrow and help me out
with this. For some of these checks, two people are necessary especially when checking the
crank circuit. I do not give up easy and the absolute last thing I want to do is take it to a shop for
them to mess with. I've had some totally dissatisfying experiences in the past and vowed to
never ever let a shop touch any of my vehicles again. I want express my total appreciation for all
the responses from you guys so far. Based on my findings up to this point, I should not be too
far from pinpointing the problem. As mentioned by budwich, I will check for power from the fuse
block at the dark green wire and really go over all the grounds thoroughly. The key is to find out
why and correct this condition. Rest assured, I will report back. Thank you to all of you! A small
observation from one who is often very detailed during posts So I force myself to follow a loose
Rule of Thumb: If the dialogue is around 1. I cut in an obligatory "Break Line" so the reader can
take a breath in between and not get Lost in the Weeds of my "Verdant Verbiage'. Every pin on
the blue connector C1 corresponding to the starting system wiring diagram checked out good. I
could not check the negative ground signal leaving the PCM back to the starter relay which
energizes the starter relay with the key in the crank position. The signal did not reach the relay
to activate it and I don't know where it comes out of the PCM back to the relay which connector.
I did not go under the fuse box to tear into it and check for the connection there. I am now
leaning towards the PCM as being the problem. Thank you very much and Happy Holidays! In
Combat Shooting Instruction I used to inform my students Since the PCM units are plentiful and
you can pick and choose from amongst the best of what is out there I recommend that you do
as my instructions suggest and don't be surprised if you'll kill all of your enemies with a single
shot! Last edited: Dec 25, I am already all over it. Will report back once done. I still would like to
figure out the negative signal travel path back to the relay. I'll try to analyze the larger system
schematic specific to the 04 trailblazer. You can grab a PCM from any same year and engine
truck, install it and do the security relearn. If after the security relearn it still won't start, then the
PCM is sensing something that's inhibiting it from starting. If it does start, then the PCM was the
culprit. If you have a pick-a-part nearby, you could find one even cheaper. Thank you
Mooseman! They will program it with my VIN. It is being shipped on Monday Holiday delay. We'll
see what happens. I will report back once installed and tried. Merry Christmas! Our PCM seldom
fail and when they do, there are codes or no communication to it at all. Reporting back Before
removing my existing PCM from the vehicle, I connected my code reader which I did not have
available during my previous troubleshooting steps - it was in one of my other cars parked at
my second home 3 hours away and the code reader was able to communicate with the PCM - no
codes found. The security light did flash with the replacement PCM installed which I expected. I
connected my test light to the positive terminal to test starter replay socket 85 while my wife
turned the key to start. No light just like before with the original PCM installed. I removed the
replacement and reinstalled the original since I believe that the problem is not the PCM and to
avoid the relearn procedure along with some of the other requirements with a PCM replacement.
When I pinned out the Blue PCM connector earlier, all pins checked out and corresponded to
the starting system wiring diagram. I suspect an open in that wire from the PCM to the relay. I
may be forced to take it to a reputable shop. Any suggestions from you guys before I bite the
bullet? If the same condition prevails with the replacement PCM Since you noticed you had
"Lock" LED on the Dash Panel, perhaps the problem is that the PCMs either one or both are
interpreting the Ignition Start Sequence as a violation of the Passcode sequence and therefore
interpreting the action as an attempt to Steal the Vehicle. If you cannot hear the Fuel Pump
running after you turn the key just before the RUN position, that might reveal if something

Security wise is triggering the No Start No Crank condition. It might be a good idea to go
through each and every Fuse and Relay connection and see if all the relays are grounding
properly. Last edited: Dec 29, What about giving this Passlock Reset Procedure a try? All Ov
96 chevy s10 headlights
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er Again Last edited: Dec 28, The security light is off with my original PCM installed. It was only
blinking with the replacement PCM installed which I expected. I also expected a crank but no
start with the replacement PCM installed. No dice! I just checked for the fuel pump running with
the key in the on position and it runs momentarily as it should. The wire sending the ground
signal from the PCM to the starter relay is my 1 suspect at this point. I just don't know how to go
about locating it accurately. I would really like to focus on that to either confirm or to rule it out.
Hopefully someone can guide me through that without ripping the fuse block apart. I just don't
know it's path from the PCM to the relay and through which branch of the harness it runs. You
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